The parallel computing on loosely coupled architecture has been evolved now days because of the availability of fast, inexpensive processors and advancements in communication technologies. The aim of this paper is to evaluate the performance of parallel merge sort algorithm on loosely coupled architecture and compare it with theoretical analysis [1].The parallel computational time complexity is O (p) [3] using p processes and one element in each process. It has been found that there is no major difference between theoretical performance analysis and the actual result.
INTRODUCTION
Here, we present a parallel version of the well-known merge sort algorithm. The algorithm assumes that the sequence to be sorted is distributed and so generates a distributed sorted sequence. For simplicity, we assume that N is an integer multiple of P, that the N data are distributed evenly among P tasks. Also we have analyzed the performance of the proposed algorithm and it is compared with theoretical analysis. The sequential merge sort requires O (N log N) [3] time to sort N elements, which is the best that can be achieved (modulo constant factors) unless data are known to have special properties such as a known distribution or degeneracy. This paper describes implementation of the merge sort within a parallel processing environment. In the fully parallel model, you repeatedly split the sub lists down to the point where you have single-element lists. You then merge these in parallel back up the processing tree until you obtain the fully merged list at the top of the tree. While of theoretical interest, you probably don't have the massively parallel processor that this would require.
THE PARALLEL ALGORITHM
This algorithm uses master slave model [4] in the form of tree for parallel sorting. Each process receives the list of elements from its precedor process then divides it into two halves, keeps one half for itself and sends the second half for its successor. To address the corresponding preccedor & successor we have used the concept of "myrank_multiple". For a process having odd rank [5] it is calculated as Myrank_multiple=2*Myrank+1;Temp_myrank=Myrank_multip le and for the process having even rank it is calculated as Myrank_multiple=2*Myrank+2;Temp_myrank=Myrank_multip le. It uses recursive calls both to emulate the transmission of the right halves of the arrays and the recursive calls that process the left halves. When the number of processors in the system exhaust then each processor will sort the remaining data. After that it will receive the sorted data from its successor & merge that two sub lists. Then it sends the result to its precedor. This process will continues up to root node. procedure parallel_mergesort (DataArray,SizeofData) Begin (MyData,i,j) End procedure InsertionSort (MyData,i,j) Begin //Sequential_ InsertionSort End
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The sequential time complexity is O(nlogn). In case of parallel algorithm the complexity involves both communication cost and computational cost.
A. Communication
In the division phase, communication only takes place as follows, Communication at each step, Now by keeping the number of processors constant to P=10 & then varying the number of elements, the time required is, The graphical representations of the result are as follows,
TABLE II COMPUTATION TIME REQUIRED FOR MERGE SORTING FOR P=10 BY VARYING NUMBER OF ELEMENTS

PRACTICAL ANALYSIS
RESULT
After plotting the results from table3 and table4, we have got the following graphs. Figure4 shows the graph of results for strategy number one, while the Figure5 shows the graph of results for strategy number two. 
CONCLUSION
The algorithm has been tested on loosely coupled parallel machines and the performance of the algorithm has been observed. It has been found that the computational time of the algorithm varies logarithmically for varying number of processors scenario. Also it is found that for varying number of elements the computational time varies linearly. It is also found that the practical analysis closely matches with theoretical analysis.
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